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Every now and then we have to choose something in our lives. It may be a dress, a car, or a jo
Among all our choices, choosing a stylist is one of the most important. Why is it so? Because

Moreover, a good stylist is always on top of the fashion news and knows all latest trends. So,

Sedu hairstyles are not only the style number-one in the spring-summer season 2006, they are e
Here are some useful tips about what should you look at when choosing a stylist.
Tip #1: Ask for recommendations

The easiest way of finding a stylist is asking some one whose style you like where they have g

There are two options of asking people the address of the stylist:
1.
You may ask a friend, relative, or coworker about the stylist;
2.
You may simply bump into some one with a good haircut in the street and ask the addres

Some people believe that friend or coworker may give you false information so that the stylist

Moreover, good stylist should remain silent about the information he/she heard from his client
Tip#2: Learn the salon from inside out

When you have finally found the salon, you should learn more about its staff, its services and

You need to do the following steps:
1.
Study the salon from outside;
2.
Look carefully how customers are treated in the salon;
3.
Learn whether the salon have some training programs for stylists to be at their top fo
4.
Try to sit in the reception area to know how the business is running;
5.
The general customer-friendly appearance is the main thing about the good salon.
Tip#3: Get personally acquainted with the stylist

Times when in the city or town was only one barber are in the misty past. Today good salon usu

Usually you should be able come to any of the stylists in the salon, and the level of the work

There is also very simple test of the stylist´s skills. Come to a stylist when he/she isn´t do

Good stylist should have all his/her instruments at hand. This shows that he/she respects your
Tip#4: Discuss your future haircut

When you´ve finally decided about some particular salon and have booked an appointment, you ne
¯
Your face shape;
¯
Your hair type;
¯
Maintenance of your hair;
¯
Your abilities to style at home;
¯
What you like about your hair;
¯
What you don´t like about it;
¯
Length you´re expecting to lose during the cut.

Such keypoints indicate main difficulties you should overcome by doing a haircut. If the styli
Tip #5: Make sure you´re getting the haircut you want

When you´ve discussed the haircut and decided upon something particular, watch how the stylist
If you see that the haircut appearing is not what you´ve discussed with the stylist, don´t be
If the stylists makes the same mistakes when you come for the second time, don´t hesitate and
Tip#6: Study your feelings during the haircut

This one is very important, as the main thing about new haircut is a good mood. You may call m
If you feel one hundred percent comfortable during the cut, and no single hair is pulled down

So, let´s look through our tips once more to be sure we haven´t missed something.
To find a stylist you need:
¯
To find s good salon;
¯
To look how the salon is run;
¯
To check customer service;
¯
To study carefully stylists´ skills in the salon;
¯
To be sure that the pre-cut discussion is dialogue where you speak and listen to some
¯
To see that the cut is done in the way you want it look like;
¯
To feel comfortable during the cut.

Now you are prepared to find the best stylist possible and have the exact haircut you want. Yo
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